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                 Introduction             Introduction

Patrick GearonPatrick Gearon  
Partner, Head of Middle East,Partner, Head of Middle East,  
Charles Russell SpeechlysCharles Russell Speechlys  
  
    

Patrick Gearon heads 
up Charles Russell Speechlys' 
Middle East practice. He 
specialises in commercial and 
IP disputes."  

Chambers Global, 2015Chambers Global, 2015  

Charles Russell Speechlys is an 
international law firm 
headquartered in London with 
offices in the UK, Europe and 
the Middle East. 

The merger of Charles Russell and Speechly The merger of Charles Russell and Speechly 
Bircham in 2014 created a Firm of over 170 Bircham in 2014 created a Firm of over 170 
partners and over 500 lawyers operating partners and over 500 lawyers operating 
from 10 international business centres from 10 international business centres 
around the world.around the world.  

We have maintained a presence in the Gulf We have maintained a presence in the Gulf 
region for many years.region for many years.  

We are now one of the leading international We are now one of the leading international 
law firms in the GCC operating through two law firms in the GCC operating through two 
regional offices in Bahrain, Qatar and an regional offices in Bahrain, Qatar and an 
associate in Saudi Arabia from where we associate in Saudi Arabia from where we 
provide clients with a full service legal provide clients with a full service legal 
offering that is efficient, personalised and offering that is efficient, personalised and 
cost effective.cost effective.  

Our firm has experience across all Our firm has experience across all 
disciplines, with particular expertise in disciplines, with particular expertise in 
advising sports governing bodies on their advising sports governing bodies on their 
structures, rules and regulations and structures, rules and regulations and 
disciplinary matters. As well as working disciplinary matters. As well as working 
directly for clubs, regulators and individual directly for clubs, regulators and individual 
sports people, our firm is also actively sports people, our firm is also actively 
involved in advising on commercial matters involved in advising on commercial matters 
for those involved in sports related for those involved in sports related 
activities.activities.  

With English and Arabic language speaking With English and Arabic language speaking 
lawyers, we service a broad range of clients lawyers, we service a broad range of clients 
including governments, sovereign wealth including governments, sovereign wealth 
funds, corporates, funds, corporates, major investors, as well major investors, as well 
as highas high--profile families and individuals profile families and individuals 
across the Middle East. across the Middle East.   

Our Partners based in the region are all Our Partners based in the region are all 
ranked as ranked as ““Leaders in their FieldLeaders in their Field” ” in the in the 
Chambers 2015 directory. Chambers 2015 directory.   
The Firm is highly ranked for Sport in both The Firm is highly ranked for Sport in both 
the Chambers and Legal 500 directories.the Chambers and Legal 500 directories.  

All of our lawyers are focused on delivering All of our lawyers are focused on delivering 
solutions and personal guidance, supported solutions and personal guidance, supported 
by legal insight and strong commercial by legal insight and strong commercial 
judgement.judgement.  
  

The firm is ‘at the very top of 
the tree for regulatory 
matters'."  

Legal 500 UK 2014, Sport Legal 500 UK 2014, Sport   

About Charles Russell Speechlys          
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“Their [Charles Russell 
Speechlys] understanding of the 
law relating to elite sport is 
excellent and I found their 
support and guidance during 
some complex legal challenges 
to be of great assistance.  
I would highly recommend them 
for their expertise and service.” 

Stewart Regan, Chief Executive, Stewart Regan, Chief Executive, Stewart Regan, Chief Executive, Stewart Regan, Chief Executive,     
The Scottish Football AssociationThe Scottish Football AssociationThe Scottish Football AssociationThe Scottish Football Association  
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    Our StrengthsOur Strengths

  

We offer a real alternative to 
larger, but less personal law 
firms, while still providing a 
wide range of business-critical 
services that 'boutique firms' 
cannot match."  

Patrick Gearon, Head of Middle East Patrick Gearon, Head of Middle East 
Charles Russell SpeechlysCharles Russell Speechlys  

    

Unmatched understanding of the business Unmatched understanding of the business 
of sport: of sport: We act for many of the largest and We act for many of the largest and 
most significant sports governing bodies in most significant sports governing bodies in 
the UK and elsewhere on regulatory the UK and elsewhere on regulatory 
matters, including the English Football matters, including the English Football 
Association (Association (““The FAThe FA””), ), the British the British 
Horseracing Authority (the Horseracing Authority (the ““BHABHA””), ), 
Premiership Rugby, the Rugby Football Premiership Rugby, the Rugby Football 
Union (the Union (the ““RFURFU””), ), the Welsh Rugby Union the Welsh Rugby Union 
(the (the ““WRUWRU””) ) and the Indian Premier League and the Indian Premier League 
(the (the ““IPLIPL””), ), as well as football clubs such as as well as football clubs such as 
Bolton Wanderers, for whom we provide a Bolton Wanderers, for whom we provide a 
wide range of corporate services, and wide range of corporate services, and 
several high profile premiership footballers, several high profile premiership footballers, 
including Cesc Fabregas, Raheem including Cesc Fabregas, Raheem 
Sterling and Thierry Henry. Sterling and Thierry Henry.   

MarketMarket--leading experience of advising leading experience of advising 
regulatory and governing bodies in regulatory and governing bodies in 
sport:sport:We have advised The FA for many We have advised The FA for many 
years on structural and constitutional years on structural and constitutional 
matters and on regulatory and disciplinary matters and on regulatory and disciplinary 
disputes, the BHA on disciplinary and disputes, the BHA on disciplinary and 
compliance issues, Premiership Rugby on compliance issues, Premiership Rugby on 
regulatory matters and the Scottish regulatory matters and the Scottish 
FA, RFU and WRU on their new disciplinary FA, RFU and WRU on their new disciplinary 
regulations. Our experience of regulatory regulations. Our experience of regulatory 
and corporate issues for governing bodies and corporate issues for governing bodies 
is therefore second to none.is therefore second to none.  

    

    

MarketMarket--leading understanding of the leading understanding of the 
commercialisation of sports events:commercialisation of sports events:We act We act 
for a number of major global sports brands for a number of major global sports brands 
in relation to numerous commercial in relation to numerous commercial 
agreements across all sports and with agreements across all sports and with 
major clubs and federations across Europe, major clubs and federations across Europe, 
for Manchester United Merchandising in for Manchester United Merchandising in 
relation to licensing and endorsement relation to licensing and endorsement 
agreements and for a wide range of sports agreements and for a wide range of sports 
clubs, federations, sponsors and event clubs, federations, sponsors and event 
organisers, giving us real business organisers, giving us real business 
focussed expertise in the focussed expertise in the 
commercialisation of sport.commercialisation of sport.  

Excellent value for money and flexible Excellent value for money and flexible 
pricing structures:pricing structures: We offer a quality service  We offer a quality service 
combined with rates representing value for combined with rates representing value for 
money. Our teams endeavour to find the money. Our teams endeavour to find the 
most cost effective way of providing you most cost effective way of providing you 
with our services, without in any way with our services, without in any way 
compromising our very high standards of compromising our very high standards of 
professionalism.professionalism.  

    

    

    

    

    

  

Charles Russell Speechlys has been at the 
forefront of providing legal advice to the 
sports sector for over 100 years and has 
acted in many of the leading cases that 
have helped to shape what is now known 
as ‘sports law’. We believe that our highly-
rated Sports Group has a unique 
combination of: 
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Our Selected ExperienceOur Selected Experience    

[The firm has] acted for The FA 
Group for many years. They 
have a real understanding of 
the issues that arise at all 
levels… and are particularly 
strong when it comes to 
advising on governance and 
regulatory matters. I would 
recommend them highly.” 

Alistair Maclean, former Group Legal Alistair Maclean, former Group Legal 
Director, The FADirector, The FA  

They are outstanding, 
especially for their knowledge 
of sports litigation, regulation 
and competition law, which 
was what we needed."  

Chambers UK, 2014, SportChambers UK, 2014, Sport  

Governing bodies 

We act for a wide range of governing We act for a wide range of governing 
bodies, including the bodies, including the BHABHA, the , the RFURFU, the , the 
WRUWRU, the , the IPLIPL and  and Premiership RugbyPremiership Rugby..  
  
Most notably, we have represented Most notably, we have represented TheThe  FAFA  
since 2005 and are their exclusive advisers since 2005 and are their exclusive advisers 
on regulatory, governance, litigation, on regulatory, governance, litigation, 
corporate and integrity issues; and we are corporate and integrity issues; and we are 
the exclusive legal advisers to the exclusive legal advisers to Premiership Premiership 
RugbyRugby on their Salary Capping Regulations. on their Salary Capping Regulations.  

Our experience includes: Our experience includes:   
  
Football AssociationFootball Association    
Drafting and restructuring The FADrafting and restructuring The FA’’s s 
constitution and advice on optimum constitution and advice on optimum 
governing structures and on the governing structures and on the 
implementation of key Rules and implementation of key Rules and 
Regulations, such as the introduction of Regulations, such as the introduction of 
UEFA Club Licensing Rules and on the UEFA Club Licensing Rules and on the 
consequent Club Licensing System;consequent Club Licensing System;  

Defending The FA from numerous legal Defending The FA from numerous legal 
challenges, including those brought by challenges, including those brought by 
English Premier League clubs, and have English Premier League clubs, and have 
represented them in arbitration represented them in arbitration 
proceedings;proceedings;  

Greyhound BoardGreyhound Board    
Exclusively advising to the Greyhound Exclusively advising to the Greyhound 
Board of Great Britain on regulatory and Board of Great Britain on regulatory and 
disciplinary matters.disciplinary matters.  

Sporting venues 

Gulf AirGulf Air  
Advising Gulf Air in relation to its Advising Gulf Air in relation to its 
sponsorship agreement with the Bahrain sponsorship agreement with the Bahrain 
International Circuit (the owner, operator International Circuit (the owner, operator 
and manager of the venue for the Bahrain and manager of the venue for the Bahrain 
F1 Grand Prix), agreements with the FIA and F1 Grand Prix), agreements with the FIA and 
Formula One Management Limited and its Formula One Management Limited and its 
sponsorship agreements with Queensponsorship agreements with Queen’’s Park s Park 
Rangers F.C. and numerous local Rangers F.C. and numerous local 
individuals, entities and associations;individuals, entities and associations;  

Stratford Athletes' villageStratford Athletes' village    
Advising on planning  in relation to Stratford Advising on planning  in relation to Stratford 
Athletes' village development for the Athletes' village development for the 
London 2012 Olympics. This included London 2012 Olympics. This included 
infrastructure development advice to the infrastructure development advice to the 
development manager.development manager.  

Eton CollegeEton College  
Acting in relation to the use and Acting in relation to the use and 
development of Eton Dorney Rowing Lake development of Eton Dorney Rowing Lake 
as the venue for canoeing and rowing in the as the venue for canoeing and rowing in the 
London 2012 Olympics;London 2012 Olympics;  

    

Our long experience in advising regulators, 
governing bodies, sports clubs and 
individuals, broadcasters and major sports 
brands has given us a comprehensive 
understanding of the organisational, 
political, commercial and IP issues 
surrounding international sports and major 
sports events. 
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Our Selected ExperienceOur Selected Experience

  

All of the lawyers we deal with 
are responsive, understand 
our business sector and 
provide targeted commercial 
advice.'' 

Chambers UK 2015, SportChambers UK 2015, Sport  

Commercialisation 

Our commercial sports team has marketOur commercial sports team has market--
leading expertise derived from advising leading expertise derived from advising 
leading global sports brands, teams and leading global sports brands, teams and 
individuals on the exploitation and individuals on the exploitation and 
protection of commercial rights in sport:protection of commercial rights in sport:  

Bahrain Mumtalakat Holding CompanyBahrain Mumtalakat Holding Company  
Advising Bahrain Mumtalakat Holding Advising Bahrain Mumtalakat Holding 
Company in respect of numerous Company in respect of numerous 
commercial agreements relating to the commercial agreements relating to the 
Bahrain F1 Grand Prix, including in relation to Bahrain F1 Grand Prix, including in relation to 
the closing musical event; the closing musical event;   

Gulf Air and Saudi Telecom CompanyGulf Air and Saudi Telecom Company  
Acting for Gulf Air and Saudi Telecom Acting for Gulf Air and Saudi Telecom 
Company on sponsorship deals with Company on sponsorship deals with 
English Premier League clubs Queens Park English Premier League clubs Queens Park 
Rangers F.C. and Manchester United F.C. Rangers F.C. and Manchester United F.C. 
respectively; respectively;   

IMGIMG  
Acting for IMG in relation to all commercial Acting for IMG in relation to all commercial 
aspects of the Rugby World Cup 2015, aspects of the Rugby World Cup 2015, 
including venue hosting, hospitality, including venue hosting, hospitality, 
ticketing and sponsorship matters;ticketing and sponsorship matters;  

Manchester United MerchandisingManchester United Merchandising  
Acting for Manchester United Acting for Manchester United 
Merchandising in relation to licensing and Merchandising in relation to licensing and 
endorsement agreements;endorsement agreements;  

NIKENIKE  
Acting as the prime legal advisers for Nike in Acting as the prime legal advisers for Nike in 
the UK, advising on their key sponsorship the UK, advising on their key sponsorship 
projects, including agreements with teams, projects, including agreements with teams, 
individuals and events (including mass individuals and events (including mass 
participation events: Run to the Beat and participation events: Run to the Beat and 
action sports events) and Nikeaction sports events) and Nike’’s global s global 
licensing programme; andlicensing programme; and  

Paddy PowerPaddy Power  
Advising on a wide range of sponsorship Advising on a wide range of sponsorship 
and marketing campaigns including their and marketing campaigns including their 
partnerships with several Premier League partnerships with several Premier League 
football clubs. football clubs.   

Revenue streams 

Clubs and sports events rely on three major Clubs and sports events rely on three major 
revenue streams: broadcast revenues, revenue streams: broadcast revenues, 
commercial revenues and commercial revenues and ““matchmatch--dayday” ” 
revenues. The experience we have gained in revenues. The experience we have gained in 
acting for both rightsacting for both rights--holders (e.g. holders (e.g. The FAThe FA, , 
Premiership RugbyPremiership Rugby, , WRUWRU, , ISLISL, , Chelsea FCChelsea FC, , 
Mercedes GPMercedes GP) and the broadcasters and ) and the broadcasters and 
sponsors who pay for the rights (e.g.sponsors who pay for the rights (e.g.ITVITV, , 
NikeNike, , Paddy PowerPaddy Power, , Moet HennessyMoet Hennessy) has ) has 
given us an unmatched understanding of given us an unmatched understanding of 
revenue streams in sport.revenue streams in sport.  

We also advise a wide range of clients on We also advise a wide range of clients on 
cutting edge means of exploiting digital cutting edge means of exploiting digital 
rights and commercialising digital rights and commercialising digital 
opportunities.opportunities.  
    

Employment 

We have experience of working for We have experience of working for 
employees and employers within sport.employees and employers within sport.  

Our experience includes:Our experience includes:  

RFURFU    
Acting for the former Chief Executive of the Acting for the former Chief Executive of the 
RFU;RFU;  

Immigration and incentivisation schemesImmigration and incentivisation schemes  
Advising on immigration and incentivisation Advising on immigration and incentivisation 
schemes to the schemes to the The FA, Portsmouth FC, The FA, Portsmouth FC, 
Leicester TigersLeicester Tigers and  and Lancashire Cricket Lancashire Cricket 
ClubClub; and; and  

Mercedes GP PetronasMercedes GP Petronas  
advising the Mercedes GP Petronas team advising the Mercedes GP Petronas team 
on day to day employment law issues for on day to day employment law issues for 
over seven years. Significant instructions over seven years. Significant instructions 
include working with the F1 Championship include working with the F1 Championship 
winning team Brawn GP F1 Racing Team winning team Brawn GP F1 Racing Team 
throughout their transition to Mercedes GP, throughout their transition to Mercedes GP, 
director/ employee tax claims, strategic director/ employee tax claims, strategic 
advice on the restructuring of the team's advice on the restructuring of the team's 
Brackley headquarters.Brackley headquarters.  
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Our Selected ExperienceOur Selected Experience  

    

  

Charles Russell Speechlys 
have a strong sports law team 
and are efficient, 
knowledgeable and 
responsive. [They] understand 
our business and this enables 
them to deliver high quality 
work which is tailored to the 
commercial framework in 
which we operate. [They] 
always exceed my 
expectations.” 

Ross Hegarty, Legal Counsel, NikeRoss Hegarty, Legal Counsel, Nike  

Their [Charles Russell 
Speechlys] lawyers are very 
attentive. You get a quick 
response time, a high-quality 
product, and a fast turnaround 
of work."  

Chambers UK 2015, SportChambers UK 2015, Sport  

Agents and players 

Charles Russell Speechlys has acted for Charles Russell Speechlys has acted for 
numerous managers and elite players on numerous managers and elite players on 
many high profile player transfer issues, many high profile player transfer issues, 
including:including:  

High Profile PlayersHigh Profile Players    
Advising a number of players on transfers, Advising a number of players on transfers, 
loans and new contracts including loans and new contracts including Sergio Sergio 
AgüeroAgüero, , Cesc FabregasCesc Fabregas, , Samuel EtoSamuel Eto’’oo, , Alex Alex 
SongSong, , Mohammed SalahMohammed Salah, , Shaun WrightShaun Wright--
PhillipsPhillips, , Emmanuel AdebayorEmmanuel Adebayor,,  Antonio Antonio 
Valencia Reece OxfordValencia Reece Oxford,, Gaël Clichy Gaël Clichy,,  
Raheem SterlingRaheem Sterling,, Patrick Bamford Patrick Bamford,, Alex  Alex 
OxladeOxlade--ChamberlainChamberlain,, Kolo Touré  Kolo Touré andand Asmir  Asmir 
BegovicBegovic;;  

Image RightsImage Rights  
Advice to athletes, teams, agents and Advice to athletes, teams, agents and 
national associations on the exploitation of national associations on the exploitation of 
image rights. Our clients in this context image rights. Our clients in this context 
include footballers (including Thierry Henry include footballers (including Thierry Henry 
and Cesc Fabregas), Bradley Wiggins, a and Cesc Fabregas), Bradley Wiggins, a 
number of Olympians, Mercedes GP, The number of Olympians, Mercedes GP, The 
FA and the RFU; andFA and the RFU; and  

Club TransfersClub Transfers  
Advising a number of clubs on transfer Advising a number of clubs on transfer 
matters in UK and between European matters in UK and between European 
leagues including Middlesbrough FC and leagues including Middlesbrough FC and 
Brighton & Hove Albion FC. Internationally Brighton & Hove Albion FC. Internationally 
our clients include Fenerbahçe, our clients include Fenerbahçe, 
Panathanikos and FC Metalist.Panathanikos and FC Metalist.  

    

    

    

Media and Reputation 
Management  

The media industry is dynamic, fast paced The media industry is dynamic, fast paced 
and constantly evolving. Football governing and constantly evolving. Football governing 
bodies, clubs, individuals and venues have bodies, clubs, individuals and venues have 
the constant challenges of engaging with the constant challenges of engaging with 
digital media, advertising and marketing in a digital media, advertising and marketing in a 
manner suited to their business. Our Media manner suited to their business. Our Media 
team are experts at advising clients on legal team are experts at advising clients on legal 
issues relating to modern media in a issues relating to modern media in a 
commercial manner;commercial manner;  

The FAThe FA  
Acting for The FA, England managers Acting for The FA, England managers 
including Fabio Capello and Svenincluding Fabio Capello and Sven--Göran Göran 
Eriksson and other senior employees both Eriksson and other senior employees both 
in urgent matters and more long term in urgent matters and more long term 
strategic media management; strategic media management;   

NIKENIKE  
Advising on NIKEAdvising on NIKE’’s digital media activation, s digital media activation, 
such as its such as its ““Feel LondonFeel London” ” series of events series of events 
integrating live events/broadcasts and realintegrating live events/broadcasts and real--
time twitter feeds; andtime twitter feeds; and  

ConfidentialConfidential  
Acting for a number of leading sports stars Acting for a number of leading sports stars 
both in the UK and abroad on adverse both in the UK and abroad on adverse 
publicity including the removal of offensive publicity including the removal of offensive 
or intrusive material from national or intrusive material from national 
newspapers and social media websites.newspapers and social media websites.  
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If you are interested in more information on If you are interested in more information on 
our Sport expertise, please speak to your our Sport expertise, please speak to your 
usual contact or alternatively:  usual contact or alternatively:    

John Taylor  
Business Development Director Business Development Director   
T: +973 17133214 T: +973 17133214 
john.taylor@crsblaw.comjohn.taylor@crsblaw.com  

    

Contact

London  
5 Fleet Place5 Fleet Place  
LondonLondon  
EC4M 7RD  UKEC4M 7RD  UK  

T: +44 (0)20 7203 5000+44 (0)20 7203 5000  

London  
6 New Street Square6 New Street Square  
LondonLondon  
EC4A 3LX  UKEC4A 3LX  UK  

T: +44 (0)20 7203 5000+44 (0)20 7203 5000  

Cheltenham  
Compass HouseCompass House  
Lypiatt RoadLypiatt Road  
CheltenhamCheltenham  
GloucestershireGloucestershire  
GL50 2QJ  UKGL50 2QJ  UK  

T: +44 (0)1242 221122+44 (0)1242 221122  

Guildford  
One London SquareOne London Square  
Cross LanesCross Lanes  
GuildfordGuildford  
SurreySurrey  
GU1 1UN  UKGU1 1UN  UK  

T: +44 (0)1483 252525+44 (0)1483 252525  

Our offices

Doha  
Level 21  Burj Doha Level 21  Burj Doha   
West BayWest Bay  
Doha Doha   
QatarQatar  

T: +974 403 16611 +974 403 16611  

Geneva  
99--11  rue du Prince11  rue du Prince  
1204  Geneva1204  Geneva  
SwitzerlandSwitzerland  

T: +41 (0)22 591 18 88+41 (0)22 591 18 88  

Luxembourg  
2 rue  Jean Monnet2 rue  Jean Monnet  
LL--2180  Luxembourg2180  Luxembourg  

T: +352 26 48 68 00+352 26 48 68 00  

Manama  
Bahrain World Trade CenterBahrain World Trade Center  
Floor 24  East TowerFloor 24  East Tower  
PO Box 31249  ManamaPO Box 31249  Manama  
Kingdom of BahrainKingdom of Bahrain  

T: +973 17 133200 +973 17 133200  

Paris  
41 Avenue de Friedland41 Avenue de Friedland  
75008  Paris75008  Paris  
FranceFrance  

T: +33 (0) 1 70 99 09 00+33 (0) 1 70 99 09 00  

Zurich  
Basteiplatz 7Basteiplatz 7  
CHCH--8001  Zurich8001  Zurich  
SwitzerlandSwitzerland  

T: +41 (0)43 430 0200+41 (0)43 430 0200  

charlesrussellspeechlys.comcharlesrussellspeechlys.com  
    
Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales, registered number OC311850, and is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Charles Russell Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales, registered number OC311850, and is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Charles Russell 
Speechlys LLP is also licensed by the Qatar Financial Centre Authority in respect of its branch office in Doha. Any reference to a partner in relation to Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is to a member of Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is also licensed by the Qatar Financial Centre Authority in respect of its branch office in Doha. Any reference to a partner in relation to Charles Russell Speechlys LLP is to a member of Charles Russell 
Speechlys LLP or an employee with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of members and of nonSpeechlys LLP or an employee with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of members and of non--members who are described as partners, is available for inspection at the registered office, 5 Fleet Place, London. members who are described as partners, is available for inspection at the registered office, 5 Fleet Place, London. 
EC4M 7RD.EC4M 7RD.  
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